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At the moment, see people are infuriated by Ye Chen, yell in succession, Yu Ziling eyebrows slightly 

wrinkled, but did not speak. 

 

Although know ye Chen is not as simple as it looks, but ye Chen so come to beg for Jun Mo, obviously do 

not give nine cold door face, also let her very uncomfortable. 

 

At the moment, the corner of Ye Chen's mouth curled up a touch of radian, facing these talented 

disciples of the nine cold school, calmly said with a smile. 

 

"Since you have to make a big fuss, you can do whatever you want. That's what I want!" 

 

Ye Chen's momentum suddenly broke out, and his majestic majesty swept through. In a moment, he 

awed many talented disciples present. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen rose from the sky and stood in the air. Looking at the towering mountains and 

ravines in the Jiuhan gate, ye Chen, the chief disciple of liudaozong, came to visit jiuhanmen, and hoped 

that jiuhanmen could release Junmo 

 

As soon as this was said, the whole nine cold gate was shocked, and the talented disciples surrounding 

Ye Chen were even more furious. Ye Chen was so arrogant that he announced his arrival to the whole 

nine cold gate, indicating that he would take Junmo away. 

 

This not only did not put them in the eye, but also did not put the nine cold door in the eye. 

 

"Bold and crazy, nine cold door can not be humiliated, I want to let you know what is regret!" 

 



"That's right. The mole ants in the God's land dare to go to my nine cold gate to be wild. After we take 

you, we will ask liudaozong for an explanation." 

 

"Ye Chen, I advise you to kneel down and kowtow immediately, and make me angry. The consequences 

are not what you can bear!" 

 

At the moment, the talented disciple roared and looked at Ye Chen's eyes. 

 

However, ye Chen's eyes are very indifferent, but there is a trace of cold in the deep of his eyes. It is too 

cruel for the nine cold families to exchange the life of Junmo with the cold ice crystal in the sky. 

 

At the same time, Ying Xiangyun, the elder of jiuhanmen, likes to study strange physique. As long as the 

people he is looking at, he will try his best to get it. 

 

Ye Chen even suspects that the emperor's ancestors were possessed by demons in their practices, and 

they needed to be treated with cold ice crystals. It is likely that they were the hands and feet behind 

Ying Xiangyun in order to get Junmo for research. 

 

As a school with high reputation in the yuehun area, the people in jiuhanmen can't do too well. 

Therefore, Ying Xiangyun may not dare to take Junmo as an example, so he came up with such a 

method. 

 

Of course, this is only Ye Chen's guess. Ye Chen can't judge this matter at will when he hasn't seen his 

ancestors and Ying Xiangyun. 

 

And when ye Chen provokes the whole nine cold gate, the ice Jue Hall of jiuhanmen at the moment, the 

gentleman's family and Jun Mo also hear ye Chen's voice. 

 

"Who is Ye Chen? How dare you come to jiuhanmen to make trouble?" 

 

At the moment, Junhua heard someone say that he would take Junmo away. He did not change his face 

slightly, but looked at Junmo with his eyes. 

 



If ye Chen really takes Junmo away, it will certainly make jiuhanmen angry. When the cold ice crystal is 

not available, the ancestor of jun family will surely fall down. Junhua absolutely does not allow such a 

thing to happen. 

 

At the moment, Jun Mo heard Ye Chen's voice, but also a Zheng, and then a touch of moved in his eyes. 

 

Junmo knows that it must be the letter he sent to Ye Chen, which led Ye Chen to come to help him. 

However, the nine cold gates are too powerful. Ye Chen's move is a suicide attempt. He can't let Ye Chen 

die for himself. 

 

At this time, a middle-aged man in bingjue Palace also used his pure white color to look at Jun Hua and 

others with his cold eyes. 

 

"What do you mean, gentlemen?" 

 

This bingjue hall is the main hall of Ying Xiangyun, the elder of Jiuhan sect. At the moment, Ying 

Xiangyun is closing down. Therefore, the middle-aged man in front of him, Wan Yanyu, Ying Xiangyun's 

eldest disciple, came to entertain Junhua and others, and to discuss the exchange of Tianhan Bingjing for 

Junmo. 

 

At the moment, Wan Yanyu heard Ye Chen's voice, and immediately realized that there was a change in 

the business. He could not help getting angry. This is what should be explained by Xiangyun. If he can't 

deal with it well, he will suffer a lot. 

 

Wan Yanyu is most aware of his master Ying Xiangyun's temperament. He has a close eye on Junmo. If 

he doesn't handle the matter properly and let Junmo be taken away, Ying Xiangyun will be furious. At 

that time, the relevant people, both Jun's family and himself, will suffer terrible punishment. 

 

"Ye Chen is the chief disciple of the six schools! Why are you here to take you 

 

Wan Yanyu asked Jun Mo coldly, and his murderous spirit surged. Before the transaction began, there 

were changes, which made him kill the jun family in front of him. 

 



Wan Yanyu's strength is very strong, Jun Hua saw the other side angry, immediately changed his face, 

and said in a hurry: "Lord Wan, please calm down. This ye Chen has nothing to do with my Jun's family. I 

don't know why he did this." 

 

Then, Jun Hua looked at Jun Mo again, and then said, "you explain clearly, what's going on in the end?" 

 

"I tell you, if you get into trouble, I can't tell you the safety of your parents when you can't get Tianhan 

Bingjing for treatment!" 

 

Hearing this, Jun Mo's eyes flashed a touch of anger, but thought of his parents are still in the hands of 

jun family, can not help but take a deep breath. 

 

"Lord Wan, ye Chen is my good friend. Maybe he knows about me, so he wants to take me away.""Oh?" 

 

When Wan Yanyu heard this, his eyes stood still, "so? Do you want to leave with him? " 

 

"I tell you, since I have promised to do this business with my nine poor families, if I repent now, my 

master will be very unhappy." 

 

Wan Yanyu's threat has been expressed very clearly. It is obvious that if Junmo goes back on his way, his 

family will definitely pay a heavy price, and even be destroyed by the nine poor families. 

 

"No, I will not leave. Since I have decided to come, I have made all preparations and will not go back on 

my word." 

 

Smell speech, Jun Mo hurriedly shook his head, and then said: "just Ye Chen doesn't know my decision, 

so he wants to take me away. I hope that adults can let me go to persuade Ye Chen, and then he will 

leave." 

 

"Well, in that case, you can go." 

 



When Wan Yanyu heard this, he snorted coldly, but he didn't stop him. He waved his hand and agreed 

with Jun mo. 

 

Wan Yanyu is willing to let Junmo persuade Ye Chen to leave, but he is not afraid of the identity of the 

chief disciple of Ye Chen's six Taoism schools like the elder of Jun's family. The Jiuhan sect is not afraid of 

the present liudaozong. 

 

Wan Yanyu is just worried that ye Chen makes too much trouble, which will lead to trouble. If something 

happens to Junmo at that time, Ying Xiangyun will be furious, and he will suffer. It is better to stop and 

let Ye Chen go immediately. 

 

"Thank you, Lord Wan. I'm going to persuade him to leave." 

 

See wanyanyu agree, Jun Mo face a Xi, quickly get up to thank a way, then go out. 

 

But at this time, Wan Yanyu's voice is in the rear: "but I remind you, if ye Chen this guy makes too much, 

I will not allow him to behave recklessly." 

Chapter 3802 

 

 

 

"Now, different from the past, the identity of the chief disciple of the six Taoism sect is no longer his 

turn. He has been so reckless that he has angered me. It is impossible to say whether he is alive or dead. 

You'd better let him get out of the way at once, so as to save the trouble." 

 

"I see." 

 

Hearing the tone of Wanyan Yusen cold, Jun Mo's heart also can't help but raise a touch of worry. 

 

This nine cold sect is powerful, far more powerful than Zhenyuan hall, and there are many talented 

disciples in the clan. Ye Chen just roared, I'm afraid it has already provoked public anger. If there is a 

fight, ye Chen's safety will not be known. 



 

Think of here, Jun Mo can't help but speed up, suddenly from the ice Jue Dian, fly away and out. 

 

And Jun Mo wait for jun family bodyguard to see this, also be hurriedly get up, look to wanyanyu. 

 

"Mr. Wan, this gentleman is a cunning man. I'm afraid that he will do wrong. I will take people to stare 

at him." 

 

"Go ahead." 

 

Wan Yanyu looked at Junhua, and his eyes flashed with disdain. He also heard the conversation between 

Junhua and Junmo. Jun's parents threatened him. Even he despised Junhua, so he didn't like Junhua. 

 

However, Junhua didn't like it. As long as he could bring back the cold ice crystal, his status in Jun's 

family would certainly rise. Compared with the benefits he could get, these small things were not worth 

mentioning at all. 

 

At the next moment, Junhua quickly leads people to follow behind Junmo and rushes to the place where 

ye Chen is. 

 

But when Junmo and others left the ice Jue hall, ye Chen had already fought with a group of talented 

disciples. 

 

These talented disciples are extremely unhappy with Ye Chen's behavior, and they directly attack him. 

Ye Chen also despises the style of jiuhanmen. For a time, he is like a comet hitting the earth and crashing 

together. 

 

Jiuhan sect has a high status in the moon soul realm these years. Both the disciples and the elders in the 

sect are domineering and arrogant towards everyone. 

 

As a result, ye Chen did not reserve the slightest bit, and broke out with all his strength. 

 



"Destroy the Shinto, devour the soul, and kill me!" 

 

In the face of several talented disciples of the nine cold school, ye Chen's eyes flashed a touch of 

senhan, and directly cut out with a sword. 

 

"Boom 

 

The cold light swept across the sky in an instant, as if to cut off the sun and the moon, the vast power of 

destruction raging open, almost to erase everything. 

 

These talented disciples of the nine cold sect who meet Ye Chen are all masters of mending the sky. 

Seeing ye Chen's sword breaking out at the moment, they can't help but flash a look of horror in their 

eyes. 

 

Ye Chen is just the existence of the heaven and God realm, and he can burst out such terrible power. It 

can be seen that there are two brushes for the adverse nature of his natural blood. 

 

"The cold land!" 

 

At the moment, facing the unmatched sword cut by Ye Chen, these talented disciples look heavy and 

suddenly use their magic power to resist. 

 

"Boom 

 

For a time, the world was covered by endless cold, which seemed to freeze time and slow down all 

speed. 

 

However, just after the cold killing state appeared, the sword full of destructive power burst out endless 

sharp breath, which instantly broke the cold killing state and all the cold air dissipated. 

 

"Poof!" 

 



The talented disciple who displayed the cold killing situation could not help but spit out a mouthful of 

blood and flew upside down. 

 

"Hum, what a sharp sword spirit! Look at me!" 

 

At this moment, another genius disciple roared and his hands were stamped on his chest. 

 

"To cold dragon inflammation!" 

 

"Roar!" 

 

A dragon head composed of senhan aura suddenly appeared in front of the talented disciple. As soon as 

the dragon head appeared, it was roaring at Ye Chen. 

 

The next moment, a cold blue dragon fire swept out, everything along the way was frozen, and even the 

void turned into ice crystals. 

 

But at this moment, the Dragon flame collided with the sword, but it was suddenly broken. The talented 

disciple also spat blood and flew backward. 

 

"No, my heart is cold." 

 

"Broken sky cold sword!" 

 

At this moment, seeing the power of Ye Chen's sword, several talented disciples roared and used their 

strongest strike to block the sword. 

 

"Bang bang bang!" 

 



At the next moment, these talented disciples who were fighting against Ye Chen flew back and forth one 

after another. All of them were repulsed by the incomparable sword. Among all the talented disciples, 

the sword was consumed seriously and then collapsed. 

 

At the moment, the power of Ye Chen's sword made several talented disciples fly out, which shocked 

the whole Jiuhan school. These talented disciples looked at Ye Chen unbelievably, but they didn't expect 

Ye Chen to have such a strong strength. 

 

At the same time, the talented disciples of the nine cold sect also became solemn. They had 

underestimated Ye Chen before, but now they can't. 

 

"Hum, ye Chen, even if you have some skills, but this is not the capital for you to indulge in my nine poor 

families. I will let you know what is really powerful!" 

 

At the moment, a talented disciple roared. He was wearing a blue robe with a chilly sword embroidered 

on his robe. At the moment, he burst out, showing extremely terrible power.This talented disciple is also 

one of the top disciples of the nine cold sect. His strength is even better than Yu Ziling, so he has great 

prestige. 

 

The senhan sword embroidered on his robe actually existed and was refined on his robe. 

 

This talented disciple, Quan chongjun, is the most powerful way to kill the cold sword! 

 

At this moment, Quan chongjun a hand, many talented disciples have stopped to look at Ye Chen and 

Quan chongjun. 

 

In their opinion, Quan chongjun is extremely relaxed to defeat Ye Chen. After all, this cold sword is the 

most famous killing and cutting skill in jiuhanmen. 

 

At this moment, with Quan chongjun's momentum breaking out, the senhan sword on his robe also 

soared from his robe. 

 



Each sword is a sharp weapon of divine weapons. It is refined and cultivated by Quan chongjun with his 

purest aura. At the moment, 99 senhan long swords are gathered in the sky, and the chill of the frozen 

sky is sweeping away, as if people are in an absolutely cold hell. 

 

Seeing the ninety-nine senhan long swords flying above the sky and surrounded by chongjun, many 

talented disciples of Jiuhan sect were also surprised. 

 

"The whole elder martial brother has already practiced the cold sword split sky Jue to a great level, and 

can urge 99 Jue Han divine swords. If he practices it perfectly, 999 Jue Han divine swords will come out. 

No one can stop it. It will destroy heaven and earth. No one in the world will be his counterpart!" 

 

"Yes, it's just ninety-nine Jue Han divine swords, which makes me feel cold, as if I'm going to be killed 

directly. If I get to the perfection, I'm afraid I'll be invincible in the world." 

 

"Ha ha! It's interesting now. I'd like to see if ye Chen, a arrogant man, can continue to be arrogant in the 

face of elder martial brother Quan's cold sword crack sky Jue! " 

 

At this moment, Quan chongjun's body and Zhou Jue Han's sword are flying, and the spirit of killing and 

cutting shakes the world. In his eyes, there is endless forest cold, and he looks at Ye Chen. 

 

"Boy, I want to see what you have 

 

Quan chongjun roared, and the next moment suddenly burst out. Ninety nine Jueshan swords burst out, 

blocking all the retreating routes of Ye Chen. 

 

For a moment, the sharp spirit of cutting through the sun and the moon swept over, as if the heaven 

and earth had been cut, and the world would be completely frozen. 

Chapter 3803 

 

 

 

See this scene, ye Chen mouth corner but hook up a touch of arc, "is this your confidence?" 



 

Ye Chen sneered, the next moment suddenly opened his mouth angrily: "Tianlong eight gods sound!" 

 

The rules of the dark region will weaken the ancient method of Hongmeng, but not here! 

 

"Boom 

 

Hongmeng notes resound, one after another broke out the power of destroying the heaven and earth, 

and swept out in an instant. 

 

Seeing this, Quan chongjun's face changed slightly: "Hongmeng ancient method, you should know 

Hongmeng ancient method!" 

 

With the fall of Quan chongjun's voice, juehan Shenjian and Hongmeng notes collide with each other. 

 

Ye Chen seldom used the ancient method of Hongmeng in the dark region, mainly because the rules of 

the dark region suppressed the ancient method of Hongmeng! 

 

But at the moment, when he was working in jiuhanmen, ye Chen found that his Hongmeng ancient 

Dharma was more powerful in the dark area for more than 20 days! 

 

At the next moment, countless Jue Han long swords were broken, and the notes of Hongmeng were 

shaken. The impact of killing Qi broke out into a violent and incomparable impact. 

 

For a while, many talented disciples of the nine cold schools were swept by the terrible impact and flew 

backward. 

 

And Quan chongjun's face is also a change, mouth overflow a trace of blood, just want to start again, but 

see ye Chen has been killed from the violent impact. 

 

"Not good!" 



 

Looking at Ye Chen holding a long sword, the endless cold light shines. Quan chongjun's face changes 

greatly. He has no time to resist, so he is cut off by the sharp cold light. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

At the moment of life and death, Quan chongjun uses all his cards to display his aura. The spirit of 

senhan gathers in front of him and blocks them in front of the cold light. 

 

At the next moment, these barriers were suddenly broken, and Quan chongjun was cut down by a 

sword, almost killed by a sword. His face was pale and extremely embarrassed, and he fell on the earth 

and hit a deep hole. 

 

"Ye Chen! Do you dare to hurt my disciples of the nine cold sect and die! " 

 

At the moment, ye Chen cuts down all chongjun with a sword, which makes the whole nine cold gate 

angry. 

 

Then, a series of violent figures came out. This was the most powerful person among the nine cold 

school's talented disciples. Yu Ziling was also among them. They were all murderous and glared at Ye 

Chen. 

 

"Everybody, listen to my orders, don't entangle with this boy, and join hands to suppress him directly!" 

 

At the moment, a bareheaded disciple suddenly angrily drinks that his bald head is even tattooed with 

cold ice patterns, which twinkles with senhan breath. This is the second expert in the nine cold sect, 

named Yan Qing! 

 

At the moment, with Yan Qing's roar, all the talented disciples look fierce. They also realize that ye 

Chen's strength is excellent, and it will take a lot of effort to win. 

 

And the dignity of the nine cold door can not be provoked by Ye Chen, they must use the means of 

thunder to win Ye Chen, in order to keep the reputation of nine cold door! 



 

"The sky is cold and the sky is frozen!" 

 

At this moment, Yan Qing roared, and the endless cold spirit at his feet was surging. It turned into runes 

and spread out. These runes spread around and even reached the feet of a talented disciple around him. 

 

At the foot of Yu Ziling, there was a rune with senhan spirit gathering at his feet. At the moment, he felt 

that he was connected with Yan Qing's power, and the next moment he infused his own aura into the 

runes under his feet. 

 

It's the first time that the heaven and the earth are connected. It's a great force to shake the ancient! 

 

At this moment, as the talented disciples join hands to display a large array, the runes under their feet 

are finally connected together, forming a huge array above the sky and enveloping Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen, today you forced us to use the cold to coagulate the sky array. You are already proud of it. But 

it's a pity that you won't be proud for long!" 

 

Yan Qing looked at Ye Chen and said in a cold voice, "because today is your death date!" 

 

As soon as this word comes out, ye Chen's eyes are cold, and he is also aware of the strength of the cold 

sky array, but even so, he is not afraid. 

 

"Well, I'd like to see how capable you are when you join hands!" 

 

Ye Chen disdains to say. 

 

At the moment, Yan Qing's eyes are locked on Ye Chen, and his fierce and murderous spirit sweeps 

across. He looks at all his fellow students and says in a loud voice, "you don't have to delay. You should 

immediately start to suppress this maniac!" 

 

"Yes 



 

Many talented disciples who joined hands to display the great array heard the words and immediately 

responded with a loud voice. 

 

At the next moment, all their aura will gather in the big array under their feet. Their strength is 

interlinked at this moment. No matter who is in charge of everyone's power, the strength is several 

times as much as before. It is extremely terrible! 

 

"Nine cold dragons roar!" 

 

At the moment, with the great array of power breaking out, Yan Qing roared. Behind him, a cold dragon 

head appeared. The dragon head was so huge that it almost covered the sky. 

 

In longan, there is an endless sense of coldness and coldness. When one looks at him, one feels cold. But 

at the moment, the dragon head is aimed at Ye Chen, but it suddenly opens a huge mouth, and the roar 

of the Dragon sweeps across! 

 

"Boom 

 

This dragon roar contains endless power, as if to break the heaven and earth, the terrible shock wave 

swept out, everything along the way was destroyed, and even the void was completely collapsed.Seeing 

the roar of the tyrannosaurus Tyrannosaurus, ye Chen's face also coagulates. The power of the Han Ning 

sky array on that day is really not vulgar. Yan Qing and others join hands to display the big array, and the 

power that erupts is almost beyond the sky mending realm, so he has to stand by! 

 

"Good coming!" 

 

Ye Chen roared, and then he held the Sha sword in both hands. Then, with the power of the spirit of 

destruction, he poured into the evil sword with the spirit of destruction. 

 

The combination of the power of spirit and the spirit of destruction is the most terrible power in the 

world. Once it appears, the terrible intention of killing makes people tremble and the spirit is restless! 

 



And at this moment, facing the fierce roar of the dragon, ye Chen's mouth corners hook up a cold arc, 

and then a sword suddenly cut out. 

 

"Soul killing sword!" 

 

Ye Chen roared, the evil sword broke out an endless cold light, the most sharp sword swept out, the 

power of the spirit and the power of destruction completely broke out, making heaven and earth fall 

into endless fear at this moment. 

 

The sky trembled and the void was torn. Facing Ye Chen's sword, Yan Qing and others all showed a look 

of horror. 

 

At the next moment, the incomparable sword will collide with the Qi swallowing Sand River and the 

majestic dragon roar. 

 

"Boom 

 

For a moment, the earth shaking sound shattered the sky, and the impact of crushing the sky swept the 

four sides. The momentum reached the extreme, and the whole nine cold gate was in a state of tremor. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Ye Chen at this moment, swept by the violent impact, the body is unstable and flies upside down, and 

spits out a mouthful of blood, his face is slightly pale. 

 

Yan Qing and others joined hands to display the Tianhan ningtian array. The power that broke out was 

really terrible. Even ye Chen could not resist it. At the moment, there was more dignified in his eyes. 

 

At the same time, Yan Qing and others are also shocked. With their joint efforts, their strength is 

interlinked, and their injuries will be shared with each other. Under such circumstances, ye Chen's sword 

makes their blood and blood flow in their bodies, which shows that ye Chen is powerful. 

 



"No wonder you have the courage to make trouble in my nine poor families! But I'm afraid it's your best 

shot 
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At the moment, Yan Qing looked at Ye Chen coldly, with a cold arc in his mouth, "now you are the bow 

of a strong crossbow, but we are still intact. Ye Chen, you are dead!" 

 

"Suppress him, gentlemen!" 

 

Yan Qing burst out laughing and abruptly stretched out his hands to make a seal in front of him. His 

speed was as fast as lightning, and the spirit of senhan was roaring out of his body, flashing with his 

palm. 

 

At the same time, Yan Hong's fame and reputation are all confused. 

 

At this moment, the nine cold school talented disciples look at Ye Chen's eyes are filled with pride and 

contempt. 

 

"It's enough for you to take our move. Now it's time for you to be completely suppressed and never turn 

back!" 

 

At the moment, Yan Qing looked at Ye Chen with murderous eyes, and suddenly cried out, "to the cold 

town Tiangong, I suppressed it!" 

 

"Boom 

 

In an instant, all the auras of Yan Qing and others burst out violently and gathered on the sky. At this 

moment, the infinite aura condenses into a supreme heaven Palace which suppresses the heaven. 

 



The cold air of the heavenly palace is penetrating to the bone, as clear as the crystal of glass ice, 

emitting endless brilliance. 

 

At the same time, the heavenly palace also has an unparalleled heavy pressure. It seems that it will 

make the heavens collapse and even has the most terrible power to block Ye Chen from moving. 

 

The Tiangong in Zhihan town is the most powerful attack of the Tianhan ningtian array. Combined with 

the power of the people, it condenses the legendary supreme god palace which suppresses the heaven. 

The power of blocking is extremely terrible. In the face of this move, no one can break away from such a 

restriction and can only resist it. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen is also aware of the frightfulness of the cold town Tiangong, with a cold flash in 

his eyes. 

 

In the face of Zhihan town Tiangong, all means seem to be futile, unable to resist at all. Ye Chen's eyes 

flash a fierce killing intention. 

 

"The blood moon slays the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen roars in his heart. At the moment, only Ren's unique skill can fight against the heaven palace in 

the cold town. 

 

The sword of falling dust and descending dragon is in your hand. Two rounds of blood moon rise 

abruptly above the sky. The power of the blood moon is magnificent and extremely powerful, which 

frightens the heaven. 

 

At this moment, the moonlight of infinite blood shines down and covers Ye Chen. Ye Chen is in the blood 

light, just like a supreme master. His hair is flying and his momentum is invincible! 

 

The infinite blood light is still gathering, converging on the falling dust and falling dragon sword. Ye Chen 

feels that the sword in his hand is heavier than Mount Tai. At the same time, the gathered power can 

also cut the sun and the moon and break the sky! 

 



At this moment, the momentum of Ye Chen's body and Zhou Hongmeng was extremely fierce. He was 

facing the sky and suppressed to the cold town heavenly palace. 

 

At this moment, when ye Chen wants to cut out this sword and fight with Yan Qing and other talented 

disciples, Junmo also arrives here. 

 

Seeing the scene in front of him, Jun Mo's eyes could not help but flash a touch of awe. Whether it was 

the Tiangong of Zhihan town above the sky, or the two rounds of terrifying, magnificent and majestic 

blood moon, he felt a thrill. 

 

"This is over!" 

 

Jun Mo looks ugly. He originally wanted to stop Ye Chen from having a conflict with jiuhanmen. He 

persuades Ye Chen to leave. He doesn't let Ye Chen wade into the muddy water and be implicated by 

himself. 

 

But now it seems that everything is late, and it is too late. 

 

And at this time, ye Chen also noticed Jun Mo, see Jun Mo want to talk and stop, look melancholy. 

 

However, ye Chen did not say anything, nor did he shake his mind. At this moment, the Tiangong of 

Zhihan town above the sky has come, and the falling dust and dragon sword in Ye Chen's hand has 

gathered infinite strength. 

 

"Blood moon butcher the sky, kill me!" 

 

Ye Chen roars in his heart, and the cold air in his eyes surges. At the next moment, he cuts out a sword. 

 

"Boom! " 

 



at this moment, the sky and the earth are broken, the sun and the moon are overturned, and the 

incomparable cold sword is almost going to extinguish the starry sky and cut down all the worlds in the 

sky. 

 

At the same time, the Tiangong of Zhihan town above the sky burst out endless cold light, which was 

shining all over the world, and all the things should be suppressed. 

 

In a flash, the two most powerful supernatural powers, which had conquered the world, collided in an 

instant. 

 

For a moment, the cold light cut the Tiangong, the Tiangong crushed the Han Mang, and the terrible 

impact swept out in an instant. It was so powerful that it shocked the sky. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Above the sky, Yan Qing and others at the foot of the big array suddenly broken, a series of figures fly 

backward, all mouth spit blood, breath is dispirited. 

 

But at the same time, ye Chen's body is also covered by the impact, like a shell from the sky. 

 

Seeing this, Junmo flies out in a hurry and catches Ye Chen. However, the impact of Ye Chen is too 

terrible, and he still carries infinite great power. As soon as Junmo catches Ye Chen, he is directly injured 

by the impact force. 

 

For a time, Jun Mo's face was pale and his breath was dispirited, but he used all his strength to protect 

Ye Chen. 

 

On the other side, Yan Qing and other talented disciples have been caught, but their eyes are full of 

horror.Yan Qing and others did not expect that, under their joint efforts, they also used Tian Han Ning 

Tian array, which was not ye Chen's opponent. 

 

The strength of all people gathered together, and was cut down by Ye Chen's sword. All the people were 

seriously injured. At this moment, there was no force for the first World War. 



 

In the face of Ye Chen's strength, Yan Qing and others are shocked. I'm afraid that ye Chen, even the 

chief disciple of the nine cold schools, their elder martial brother Chao Yaotian, is no match! 

 

Yan Qing and others were badly hurt, and ye Chen was not well. At the moment, the breath in his body 

was rolling endlessly, but his eyes were still cold. He got up to look at Yan Qing and others. 

 

At the same time, the whole nine cold gate was also shaken by Ye Chen and other people's fighting, and 

one after another of the figures flew out. These figures are magnificent and powerful, sweeping all over 

the sky, and their strength is extremely strong. 

 

This is obviously the elder of jiuhanmen. Every strength is in the later stage and even the peak of the sky 

mending realm. When gathered together, it is an unparalleled strength. 

 

Seeing this scene, Jun Mo didn't change his face and clench his fist. 

 

At this time, these elders also saw Yan Qing and others who were seriously injured by Ye Chen. Their 

eyes were bleak. Among these people, they were all their disciples. Ye Chen was so arrogant that he 

dared to go to jiuhanmen and hurt their disciples. 

 

Of course, there are many elders looking at Ye Chen at the moment, but their eyes reveal a little 

appreciation. It's just the heaven and God state. If you can beat the disciples they cultivate into this way, 

ye Chen's talent is just against the sky, and he is really a top talent. 

 

What's more, many of these elders are also kind-hearted people who have been dissatisfied with 

Xiangyun's work style. 

 

It's just a pity that the patriarch is in seclusion, and no one can manage it. Ying Xiangyun, the supreme 

elder, can only watch and connive at Ying Xiangyun's misdeeds. 

 

People in jiuhanmen are very clear that ye Chen's coming here is actually due to jiuhanmen's fault. 

Therefore, many elders just glance at Ye Chen, and then scold their disciples to get out of here. Don't be 

disgraced here, and turn around and leave. 



 

At the moment, there are still ten elders who stay here. They are all subordinates of Ying Xiangyun and 

support Ying Xiangyun very much. Some of them are still Ying Xiangyun's disciples. At the moment, they 

all look at Ye Chen coldly. 

 

These people's strength is extraordinary, at the moment momentum and prestige swept over, ye Chen's 

face does not change slightly. 

 

In the previous collision with Yan Qing and others, ye Chen has been seriously injured. Although he has 

not lost his combat effectiveness, he is still unable to cope with these elders. 

 

"Ye Chen, you are unruly. Are the six Taoism sects so arrogant now? Dare to make trouble in jiuhanmen 

 

At the moment, an elder in a black robe with black and white hair looked at Ye Chen and cried angrily. 

 

"Hum, dare to hurt my disciples. Even if you are the chief disciple of the six Taoism sect, I will suppress 

you and ask for an explanation from the six Taoism sect!" 

 

"Yes, arrogant man, today you come to make trouble. I can't disgrace my nine humble families. I want 

you to pay the price!" 

 

Many elders yelled at them, and their eyes were full of murderous spirit. 

 

On the one hand, these elders are very angry with Ye Chen for making trouble and injuring their 

disciples. On the other hand, they also see the potential of Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen is just a heaven and God realm, so he can regard them as talents, and his well-trained disciples 

are seriously injured. Today, Ying Xiangyun wants to study Junmo. As a good friend of Junmo, ye Chen is 

bound to harbor hatred. 

 

If ye Chen is let go today and ye Chen rises in the future, not only yingxiangyun will be retaliated by Ye 

Chen, but also those who support yingxiangyun will be affected. This is what they do not want to see. 



 

Therefore, these elders one by one kill the sky, just want to kill Ye Chen immediately, avoid future 

trouble, they don't care about doing this right or wrong, as long as there is a threat to them, must be 

removed! 

 

Hearing the elder's words, ye Chen looks cold and despises these people very much. 

 

And Jun Mo is a dignified face, can not help looking at Ye Chen, said: "you go quickly, this matter I fight 

for you, don't for me in danger is." 

 

"No way." 

 

Ye Chen looked at Jun Mo and shook his head firmly: "you can't fight against all the affairs of your 

family. What's more, the attitude of your family is not worth your life for them. Go with me. I'll take you 

away from here." 

 

Hearing this, Jun Mo's eyes flashed a touch of moved, but still shook his head, the nine cold door is so 

strong, ye Chen want to take him away, it is as hard as heaven. 

 

"Ha ha ha ha!" 

 

At the moment, many elders also heard Ye Chen's words, and couldn't help laughing one after another, 

sneering at each other. 

 

"You arrogant, you want to take him away? With your strength, don't say it's him today, even if it's you, 

you have to stay here for me! " 

 

"Hum! Bastard, does liudaozong think that they are the first sect in foreign countries? However, a chief 

disciple dares to come to my nine cold door and make a wild talk 

 

"Ye Chen, neither of you want to leave today. I will suppress you forever and let the people in the moon 

soul domain see clearly. This is the consequence of infuriating my nine humble families!" 
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At the moment, these elders look cold, already want to take ye Chen, as an example. 

 

"Elders, this matter is my fault. It has nothing to do with Ye Chen. Please let Ye Chen go and let me do 

anything." 

 

Seeing that ye Chen is in danger, Junmo doesn't want to let Ye Chen be implicated by himself, so he 

quickly stands out and says. 

 

"You?" 

 

Hearing Jun Mo's words, the elder with black and white hair sneered, "you're just a reptile on my nine 

cold doors. What responsibility can you take? If you want to keep Ye Chen, what qualifications do you 

have? " 

 

"Get out of my way. Today is the king of heaven and Laozi is here. We should take this ye Chen as well!" 

 

Hearing this, Jun Mo can't help but feel angry. The people of the nine poor families have not treated him 

seriously. They have already treated him as a prisoner and shamed him wantonly. 

 

"If your family wants the cold ice crystal, you can stand by me honestly and dare to talk nonsense. Don't 

say that there is no cold ice crystal in the sky, your family will be destroyed because of you!" 

 

At the moment, an elder looks at Jun Mo to scold a way. 

 

Smell speech, ye Chen is cold but a smile: "nine cold door good big tone, a word does not agree is to 

destroy the family, do not know, thought nine cold door has unified the moon soul domain!" 

 



"Shut up 

 

At the moment, follow Jun Mo to come to Jun Hua to hear ye Chen say so, not from facial expression big 

change, hurriedly frightened angry drink a way. 

 

"What are you? You dare to be disrespectful to jiuhanmen. Please kneel down and kowtow to the elders 

to admit your mistakes!" 

 

At the moment, Junhua looks at Ye Chen and says angrily that if jiuhanmen is infuriated by Ye Chen's 

words and doesn't give him Tianhan Bingjing at that time, even if jiuhanmen doesn't deal with Jun's 

family, the Jun's family will also fall into a state of death. 

 

At the thought of such a scene, Junhua was frightened. He also expected to bring back the cold ice 

crystal, improve his status in the king's family, and be able to act domineering. If the king's family was 

destroyed, it would be all over. 

 

At the moment, looking at Jun Hua's frightened appearance, ye Chen's eyes are cold. This jun family is 

more shameless than the nine cold families. Even Junmo's life is not concerned about. It is cold-blooded 

and heartless, and it is not worth looking at. 

 

"What kind of thing are you? Dare to order me!" 

 

Ye Chen looks at Jun Hua, direct cold voice way. 

 

"What are you talking about?" 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, Jun Hua couldn't help but be angry, and almost burst into bleeding. 

 

"Son of a bitch, I tell you, Junmo's parents are still in our hands. If you don't listen to me, I'll let someone 

do it and kill Junmo's parents!" 

 

The emperor changed his anger into anger and couldn't help but shout. 



 

This word a, Jun Mo eyes suddenly cold light explosion flash, looking at Jun Hua kill meaning Chong Xiao: 

"you dare!" 

 

"See? These guys don't treat you as family. Why do you have to pay your life for them 

 

At the moment, ye Chen coldly glanced at Jun Hua, then looked at Jun Mo and said. 

 

"But..." 

 

At the moment, Jun Mo is eye dew painful color, "my parents are really intimidated by them, I can't 

resist." 

 

"Why can't we resist? I've given the six talismans to your parents. As long as there's danger, they urge 

them, and I'll help them immediately. These people can't hurt your parents at all!" 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech and says in a loud voice. At the same time, he looks at Jun Hua and others 

with cold eyes. 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, Jun Mo's face changed slightly. He was very clear about the importance of the 

six talismans. He knew that this was what ye Chen had to use to protect his life. It was actually handed 

over to his parents, which moved him very much. 

 

LIUDAOFU, as the chief disciple of liudaozong, is a very clear thing in yuehun realm. Although liudaozong 

is now in decline, the past details are still very frightening. After the LIUDAOFU of the chief disciple is 

taken out, no one dares to provoke them at will. 

 

At the moment, Junhua hears Ye Chen give the six talismans to Junmo's parents. His face changes 

dramatically. Without Junmo's parents holding them in their hands, they can't coerce Junmo! 

 

"Ye Chen, this is a private matter of my king's family. You dare to take care of it as an outsider!" 

 



Jun Hua looks at Ye Chen, exasperated to the extreme, suddenly looks at a group of Jun's bodyguards 

beside him. 

 

"Let's get down to this arrogant man 

 

Then, a group of Jun's bodyguards pulled out their long swords one after another, and shot at Ye Chen. 

 

The duty of Jun's bodyguard is to obey orders, always forbid. At the moment, there is no hesitation. 

They will do whatever Junhua says. 

 

Seeing Junhua and others and ye Chen moving their hands, the elder of jiuhanmen, who wanted to 

make a move, was actually showing a mocking look on his face. Instead, he restrained his momentum. 

 

In their view, both ye Chen and Jun's family are just clowns. Fighting between the two sides in front of 

them is a good play. 

 

At this time, Junmo learned that the safety of his parents was guaranteed, and saw Junhua and others to 

Ye Chen, completely broke out. 

 

"You shameless people, I don't want to bear it for a long time." 

 

Jun Mo roared, his whole body blood light suddenly appeared, his pores even flew out blood gas, these 

blood in the void flow, finally around Jun Mo, condensed a blood armor.At the same time, the blood of 

scarlet Mo Jun's blood flowed out of his body, and the strength of his armor was still shining in his eyes. 

 

"Boom 

 

At this moment, the sky burst, Junmo condensed blood you ancient body, has not fully mastered, but at 

this moment in Junhua and other people's stimulation, complete understanding in anger. 

 

At first, Junmo was defeated by Junhua and others, but at the moment, Xueyou ancient body was fully 

understood. Under the outbreak of all efforts, the cultivation reached the six levels of heaven in the sky. 



It was difficult to confront the elders of the nine cold sect, but it was easy to clean up Junhua and 

others. 

 

"You guys, die for me!" 

 

Jun Mo's Scarlet eyes seemed to be burning with fire, which made Jun Hua and others cold. At the 

moment, the scarlet spear burst out, and for a time, the mighty power of blood swept across the sky. 

 

"The ancient Xueyou style of Junmo is really mysterious. It is unheard of that it can break through 

several realms. No wonder the master wants to study him." 

 

"That's right. I'm afraid it has a long history. It's very good." 

 

"Ha ha, even if this Junmo is also a generation with extraordinary potential? Being watched by the elder 

Taishang, his fate is doomed to be miserable. Today, Jun Mo and ye Chen can't run away! " 

 

At the moment, the elders of the nine cold door sneered. 

 

But Junhua saw Junmo burst out with a long gun in his hand. The magnificent blood and ancient breath 

even suppressed the spirit circulation of their bodyguards. The original 100% strength can only be used 

less than 50%, which can not help but be frightened. 

 

"Junmo, you stop. I'm your kindred. How can you do it to me?" 
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Jun Hua is extremely frightened. Jun Mo awakens Xueyou ancient body and has a terrible suppression 

force on them, just like the Dragon suppressing fierce beasts. The pressure makes them unable to resist. 

 

What's more, Junmo's power at the moment is not Junhua and others can resist, so he shamelessly 

moved out of the identity of the same clan, to let Junmo let him go. 



 

"Stop it?" 

 

Hear Jun Hua's words, Jun Mo is sneer ceaselessly, "you also have the face to say the same clan two 

words? As your family, I am willing to die for your family, and how do you do it? " 

 

"I not only imprisoned my parents, but also humiliated me. I didn't care about my life and death at all. I 

feel very cold because of your actions. It's hard for me not to kill you today." 

 

"Boom 

 

At the next moment, the scarlet spear swept through Jun Hua's eyebrows, which made Jun Hua's head 

explode like a watermelon. 

 

Seeing this scene, the rest of the royal guards also changed their faces. Just as they wanted to beg for 

mercy, they only saw a little scarlet lightning and flint, and then their heads were burst. 

 

"Cough..." 

 

Jun Mo's power of a gun, instantly killed Jun Hua, including all the Jun's bodyguards. At the moment, 

watching them all blow their heads and fall to the ground, Jun Mo's eyes also flash a touch of sadness. 

 

After all, he still started to fight against his fellow countrymen, and his inner feelings were also tumbling. 

However, he didn't have time to consider too much at the moment, and the situation in front of him was 

not the time for hesitation. 

 

"Ye Chen, I will take you away!" 

 

At the moment, Jun Mo suddenly hand, a grasp of Ye Chen, turn around to rush out of the nine cold 

door. 

 



"Ha ha! I know what you want to do, but I'm not a gangster like you who want to come in and leave if 

you want to! " 

 

At the moment, the black-and-white-haired elder burst out laughing and made a sudden move. 

 

"Leave it for me." 

 

"Boom 

 

Above the sky, a frozen ice congeals, the whole body is clear, but it contains endless cold, as if the 

terrible cage that can freeze people's soul comes down from the sky and smashes down. 

 

Looking at the ice cage, Jun Mo can't help but change his face. He inspires the ancient body of blood. 

Although his strength is greatly increased, it is impossible to fight against the ice cage. 

 

At the moment, the ice cage to suppress, Jun Mo face big change, unable to resist. 

 

Seeing this scene, ye Chen's eyes are cold, condensing the little power left in his body and chopping out 

with a sword again. 

 

"Destroy Shinto, kill me!" 

 

Ye Chen angrily drinks a sound, the evil sword cuts out a cold awn, the magnificent and majestic 

destructive power pours down, and instantly collides with the ice cage. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

For a time, the ice cage was broken, and countless ice crystals were splashed and shot, and then 

exploded in the next moment. 

 



And the black-and-white hair elder's face changed slightly, and he hummed. Ye Chen's sword power was 

so powerful that he was attacked by the attack, and his eyes were shocked. 

 

"This son is too terrible to stay! If they are allowed to leave today, they will face the worst disaster in the 

future 

 

The elder with black and white hair said in his heart that the next moment he could not help looking at 

other elders and opening his mouth, he said: "everybody, let's fight together and suppress this boy 

directly. It's just a waste of time to save!" 

 

As soon as this word was said, the other elders also changed their faces slightly. As an elder, they had 

already bullied Ye Chen. Now they have to join hands. It is said that the nine cold gate will be laughed 

off. 

 

But they also know that ye Chen's potential is extraordinary, and may still hold some cards. If you don't 

use Thunderbolt to win, it's likely to cause accidents, so they don't hesitate any more. 

 

"Good! Let's start together and take down these two maniacs 

 

"If you dare to make trouble in jiuhanmen, you should know it will come to an end!" 

 

"Boom 

 

For a moment, the elders were furious, and their great power poured out. Ye Chen and Jun Mo could 

not help but flash a touch of despair in their eyes. 

 

The ten elders joined hands, but far from being comparable to Yan Qing and others, the power that 

broke out was to crush the heavens and destroy everything. 

 

In the face of the destruction of heaven and earth, ye Chen's eyes flash a touch of determination, 

directly overdraft vitality! 

 



"Tianlong eight gods sound!" 

 

"Fahua is dead!" 

 

"Dust tablet God pulse, give me out!" 

 

"Swallow the soul to the sky!" 

 

Ye Chen roars and roars, and the Buddha light border covers him and Junmo. The Hongmeng note 

bestows on the Buddha light boundary, which strengthens the guard force again. At the same time, 

there are dust steles sweeping out to stop the violent attack. 

 

And Jun Mo at the moment is also means to do, see his scarlet eyes flash, suddenly angry. 

 

"The ancient world is full of blood!" 

 

"Hum!" 

 

At this moment, the sky and the earth are humming and shaking, and the void conveys a mysterious 

wave, which contains an ancient atmosphere of vicissitudes, and is unpredictable and unpredictable. 

 

Then, boundless blood and Qi sprang up out of thin air. At the next moment, they even gathered in front 

of Ye Chen and turned into a bloody border to guard them firmly.This is the special ability of Xueyou 

ancient body, which can summon the ancient world of blood you in the underworld. Although it is only 

the shadow of the ancient world of blood you, its protection power is also extremely strong. 

 

But at the moment, Junmo's power was not enough to call on the ancient world of blood. He also 

overdrawn his vitality to do it. He couldn't spit blood in an instant, and the whole person fell to the 

ground. 

 

"I can only do that." 

 



Jun Mo looks at Ye Chen with eyes, and says with some sadness. 

 

Looking at the dying Junmo fell at his feet, ye Chen eyes endless anger rising, to his death nodded. 

 

"Don't worry, I will take you out of here today!" 

 

Ye Chen is determined, even if it is to use the final card, so that those guys realize their real identity is at 

all costs, must take Jun Mo to leave. 

 

After all, this is the situation of life and death, ye Chen has no time to worry about so much, everything 

has to be told again! 

 

At this time, the fury of the ten elders swept in, and the great power of crushing the heavens came. 

 

At the next moment, the shadow of the xuanbei of reincarnation is broken, the notes of Hongmeng 

disappear, and the boundary of Buddha light explodes. Only the blood you summoned by Junmo is still 

struggling to support the ancient world, but it is not long before it is exploded again. 

 

"Poof!" 

 

Ye Chen a mouthful of blood spurted out, the whole person directly fly out, and Jun Mo together fell out 

of a few hundred meters of distance, the earth is smashed out of a deep gully. 

 

Ye Chen and Jun Mo tried their best to resist, but at the moment they had no strength, and the ten 

elders were not injured. Once again, they would be suppressed! 

 

"Two arrogant people, dare to come to my nine humble gate to be presumptuous 

 

At the moment, the black and white hair elder looked at the embarrassed Ye Chen two people, eyes can 

not help but flash a touch of pleasure, can not help but speak sarcastically. 

 



"Ye Chen, don't you have many means? You don't have a big voice! No matter how crazy you are, stand 

up again 

 

At the moment, Yan Qing, who has just recovered from a serious injury, is also laughing bitterly. Many of 

their talented disciples have been beaten seriously by Ye Chen, which makes him extremely angry. He 

has an unparalleled hatred for ye Chen. He only hopes that ye Chen's body will fall, so that he can wash 

away the humiliation he suffered in World War I today. 
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At this moment, in the face of the taunts of these elders and disciples, ye Chen glanced at Jun Mo, who 

was about to faint by his side, and stood up unsteadily from the ground with all his strength. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's body has been soaked in blood, the whole person seems to be terminally ill, 

without a trace of aura left, but ye Chen's eyes are still sharp, full of invincible self-confidence 

momentum. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen stood up again, which shocked all the people present. They didn't expect that 

they had reached this stage. Ye Chen still had the strength to stand up. This shows that ye Chen's 

fighting belief is against the sky, which is simply terrible. 

 

Ye Chen's blood talent has gone against the sky, and now his fighting belief is so terrible. If he grows up, 

he is almost doomed to become a man of supreme existence. It is really hard to sleep and eat with such 

an enemy. 

 

At the moment, the present elders and Yan Qing and other disciples can not help but breathe a sigh of 

relief. Fortunately, ye Chen has not yet grown up, and is now destined to fall into their hands and be 

suppressed forever by them. 

 

Otherwise, there are enemies like Ye Chen. They really don't know what kind of panic they will spend in 

the future. 

 



And at this moment, all the people present don't know, a pair of eyes are staring at what happened 

here. 

 

This pair of eyes especially lock Ye Chen and Jun Mo, revealing endless joy and madness. 

 

"Ha ha ha ha! It's really good. I thought that a Xueyou ancient style was all the harvest. I didn't expect 

that there would be such a rebellious boy. It seems that he must be a transcendent blood vessel. I'm 

afraid it's more extraordinary than Xueyou ancient style. It's just right for me 

 

At this moment, the master of these eyes is ecstatic, and he is the elder of nine cold gate, should 

Xiangyun! 

 

Ying Xiangyun had been waiting for Junmo to come to study, but he found that there was a vibration in 

the ancestral gate, so he observed it secretly. Then he found that ye Chen and ye Chen gave him endless 

surprise. 

 

At the moment, Ying Xiangyun hides in the dark and stares at Ye Chen, while the ten elders have rallied 

their strength again to exert their magic power to suppress Ye Chen and ye Chen. 

 

Even some elders think that ye Chen is an immeasurable threat, even if it is just suppression, there are 

endless risks, to directly erase Ye Chen in the dark! 

 

"Boom 

 

For a moment, the ten elders made a move again, and all the mighty powers swept over, and ye Chen's 

faces were completely dignified. 

 

"Ye Chen, you die for me!" 

 

The man who wanted to erase Ye Chen was an elder with black and white hair. He was full of fear for ye 

Chen. At the moment, the supernatural power was very powerful to kill Ye Chen. He did not have any 

hands left at all. He mixed with other elders' techniques and killed Ye Chen violently. 

 



At the moment, ye Chen is also aware of the endless killing intention in these magical powers. He is not 

only keen on his eyes, but also keenly aware that some of these elders really want to kill themselves, 

rather than suppress them. 

 

"I am the chief disciple of liudaozong. Who is so bold that he wants to erase me directly?" 

 

Ye Chen is furious in his heart. This is an act of total contempt for the six Taoism sects. You should know 

that among the major sects, they will not directly kill the disciples of the other side, unless they are 

extremely guilty or hostile to the sect. 

 

Liudaozong and jiuhanmen are far away from each other, and there is no intersection. The elder of 

jiuhanmen is lawless to act like this! 

 

At the moment, facing these magnificent attacks, ye Chen and Jun Mo have no strength to resist them. 

The killing opportunity in the supernatural power will almost certainly make ye Chen fall. 

 

"Only the last card can be used!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed a touch of cold, when he was ready to use this magic power, an angry voice 

suddenly rang out. 

 

"How dare these bastards do such a sinister thing 

 

This voice is obviously issued by cold inquiry. Hearing this, ye Chen's eyes brightened, and he almost 

forgot the cold inquiry. 

 

Just when Han Wenxin wants to protect Ye Chen, the next moment, a series of cold awns suddenly 

converge on the sky, forming a pure barrier like glass, firmly blocking Ye Chen and their bodies. 

 

"Boom 

 



The magic powers of the ten elders bombarded the barrier, but the next moment it exploded directly, 

and the barrier was not damaged at all. 

 

Seeing this, the faces of the ten elders changed slightly, especially those with black and white hair. 

 

At a glance, it can be seen that it must be the magic skills of the people inside the nine cold gate. It is not 

the elder of the supreme sect in the clan that can block the attack of these people. It is only the 

patriarch. 

 

And if these people found the black and white elder secretly dead hand behavior, will certainly be 

furious, therefore the black and white hair elder complexion is frightened. 

 

At the same time, ye Chen and Jun Mo also don't understand to look at this ice barrier, how can the 

people of nine cold door rescue them, what does this mean? 

 

When ye Chen two people doubt, a huge and magnificent voice suddenly rings out in the sky. 

 

"You guys, this is a very rare research object, don't hurt their foundation." 

 

At the moment, a long robe in gold, depicting ice dragons on the robe, is of extraordinary momentum, 

the tall and thin old man like fairyland slowly falls from the sky.Seeing the visitor, the black-and-white-

haired elder couldn't help but look happy. This old man is the supreme elder of jiuhanmen, Ying 

Xiangyun. 

 

The elder with black and white hair happens to be a supporter of Ying Xiangyun and a disciple of Ying 

Xiangyun. Even if Ying Xiangyun finds out that he just wanted to kill Ye Chen, he won't blame him. 

 

As expected, Ying Xiangyun looked at the elder with black and white hair and gave him a deep look: "I'm 

very interested in these two boys. You don't have to worry about anything. Give them to me." 

 

"Since you like it, master, it's up to you." 

 



At the moment, the black-and-white haired elder also showed a strange smile and fell into Ying 

Xiangyun's hands. The final result was no doubt that ye Chen would die. Therefore, he no longer worried 

that ye Chen would pose a threat. Instead, he let Ying Xiangyun take ye Chen and Junmo away. 

 

Looking at Ying Xiangyun stepping from the sky, his eyes are full of abnormal madness, as if to see the 

most exquisite and interesting toys, which makes Ye Chen and Jun Mo feel creepy. 

 

"Master Han, master yuehun, Xuanxian, please think of a way. If you fall into the hands of this madman, 

I'm afraid Jun Mo and I will die." 

 

Ye Chen's heart sank, and rushed to cold to ask the heart and other people said. 

 

However, xuanhanyu and the moon spirit witch did not have any reaction, as if in some kind of deep 

sleep. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect that Ying Xiangyun, the supreme elder, would appear in person. Ying Xiangyun 

must be the existence of the mirror of heaven and earth. It was the realm above the realm of mending 

heaven. He and Junmo could not shake it. 
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But Han Wenxin heard Ye Chen's words, but he hesitated and didn't speak. In fact, his strength could not 

compete with the heaven and earth mirror. The WAN Wen Sheng shield could only protect against the 

attack of the strong people in the sky mending environment, but he was not able to catch the power 

when facing the heaven and earth mirror. 

 

But at this time, Ying Xiangyun has already hung a strange smile, the eye evil spirit forest walked to Ye 

Chen two people in front. 

 

The ice barrier in front of them dissipates, and Ying Xiangyun's body is shaking with excitement. He has 

already thought about how to study Ye Chen. 

 



"To separate the body from the soul, first cut the body piece by piece with a spirit breaking knife. After a 

little research, the soul is melted in the melting soul cauldron to see if it will produce any strange 

effects..." 

 

Ying Xiangyun thinks more and more excited. At the moment, he can't help but reach out and grab Ye 

Chen and say: "go with me, two interesting little guys!" 

 

"Get out of here 

 

At this time, ye Chen suddenly felt the mind of cold inquiry, and the power of cold inquiry poured into 

Ye Chen's body, and at the same time burst out to drink. 

 

This is the voice that belongs to cold enquire, this one exclamation, let nine cold door person's face 

slightly change, one is Ye Chen seems to suddenly change a person, the voice is completely different 

from before. 

 

The other is that ye Chen dare to drink and scold Ying Xiangyun, who is the supreme elder of jiuhanmen, 

and yingxiangyun is surly and moody, and is a complete madman. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen dares to speak disrespectfully to Xiangyun, and he is simply looking for a dead 

end! 

 

Jun Mo looked at Ye Chen, but also showed surprise and panic in his eyes, but did not wait for him to 

ask, but saw that Ying Xiangyun's body had burst out into the sky. 

 

"Ha ha! Good. No one dares to talk to me like that for many years. Boy, I must study you well 

 

Ying Xiangyun's murderous spirit surges in his eyes. Watching Ye Chen stretch out his hand, endless cold 

Qi is surging between Ying Xiangyun's palms. It seems that as long as ye Chen is caught by him, he will be 

frozen immediately, and there is no possibility of breaking free. 

 

Seeing Ying Xiangyun's cold palm, ye Chen is not dignified. At this time, he is contemptuous of Xiangyun 

and doesn't look at the palm of the other party. 



 

"Luo Huai'an! Get out of here 

 

At the moment, with Ye Chen's angry drink, the whole nine cold gate vibrates, and even Ying Xiangyun's 

face changes greatly, and his murderous spirit flushes into the sky and glares at Ye Chen. 

 

"Bastard! If you dare to call my Lord's name, you are looking for death 

 

The black-and-white haired elder was furious at the moment. Although he supported Ying Xiangyun, he 

also highly respected the patriarch. The whole jiuhanmen admired Luo Huaian very much, because it 

was Luo Huaian who led the development of jiuhanmen to this stage. 

 

At this moment, when I heard Han's heart calling out the name of the patriarch, the whole nine cold 

gate was angry and rushed to the sky, and he wished to kill Ye Chen directly. 

 

In the eyes of these people, it is Ye Chen who shouts the name of Luo Huai'an after all. At the moment, 

Ying Xiangyun is also furious. 

 

"The patriarch is in seclusion. You shout so loudly. If it interferes with the cultivation of the patriarch, I 

will make you feel worse than death, and you will not want to live!" 

 

At the moment, Ying Xiangyun roared and waved at the same time. The magnificent cold air swept over 

him. He wanted to suppress Ye Chen directly and not let him speak. 

 

But at this moment, Han Wenxin didn't care at all. Instead, he yelled again: "angozi! Get out of here 

 

As soon as he said this, Ying Xiangyun's nose was almost crooked, and all the people in jiuhanmen had 

their chests up and down, and the anger in their eyes was almost melted into the sky. 

 

People in jiuhanmen know that before the patriarch Luo Huai'an rose, there was a nickname, which was 

angouzi. Although Luo Huaian didn't care about this nickname, the people of jiuhanmen were all 

ashamed of it. If anyone dared to call the patriarch like this, they would certainly cut each other to 

pieces! 



 

Fortunately, under the leadership of Luo Huai'an, jiuhanmen rose and developed into a powerful clan 

that can not be ignored in the moon soul domain. No one dared to call Luo Huaian an an Gouzi any 

more. Unexpectedly, ye Chen was so rampant today that he dared to act recklessly in Jiuhan gate and 

shout out the name of the patriarch. 

 

"Boy, you really want to die!" The body of Ying Xiang Yun Qi trembles in disorder, and the next 

moment's senhan aura covers Ye Chen, which directly makes ye chenzhang silent. 

 

This cold aura is so terrible that he even freezes Ye Chen's spirit. At this moment, ye Chen feels that his 

thoughts are slowing down and his death is shrouded. 

 

At this time, all kinds of majestic and majestic holy Qi circulates in Ye Chen's body, and the threat 

brought by senhan Lingqi is wiped off. Ye Chen's heart moves, and he knows that it's cold questioning. 

 

At the same time, Jun Mo's eyes to Ye Chen are also full of shock and doubt. He is very clear about who 

ye Chen is. At this critical time, ye Chen can't do anything to offend the nine cold families, but what is 

the purpose of doing this now. 

 

Ye Chen also has this question, he does not understand why to do so, is to kill himself? 

 

Although clear cold inquiry should not harm themselves, but ye Chen is still very strange, just wait for ye 

Chen to ask questions, the whole nine cold gate at this moment concussion. 

 

At this moment, the countless mountains and rivers in jiuhanmen, a continuous mountain range, and 

the vast sky, are all shaking. There are mysterious and extremely mysterious lines between heaven and 

earth, and the cold and frightful laws of cold ice flow.This is the performance of mastering the power of 

ice to the extreme. Even every move and an idea can arouse the resonance of the rules of heaven and 

earth. 

 

At this moment, the nine cold door concussion endlessly, and one elder disciple in the nine cold gate, 

one after another, his face changed. 

 



"It's the patriarch. It must be the damned Ye Chen who wakes up from the closure. He has offended the 

patriarch!" 

 

"Ye Chen, you are so lawless that you have angered the Lord of jiuhanmen sect. You will surely die. No 

one can save you today!" 

 

At the moment, Ying Xiangyun also looked at Ye Chen coldly, suddenly opened his mouth and said 

angrily: "you want Zong to take the initiative to kill you, so as to avoid you from being studied and 

suffered by me. But I'm afraid your wishful thinking is wrong. If you offend the patriarch, he is more 

willing to let me deal with you!" 

 

When he heard the master of huaiyun, he wanted to show his anger to the master. 

 

Even ye Chen, at the moment, can't help but raise such absurd idea. Then he can't help but ask the cold 

in his heart: "master Han, do you really think so?" 

 

"Stinky boy, what are you talking about?" 

 

At the moment, Han Wenxin was so angry by Ye Chen's question that he glared at him. Then he looked 

at Ye Chen and said, "to tell you the truth, the leader of the nine cold sects is actually my adopted son in 

the past, but in order to cut off the cause and effect, I left without saying goodbye and disappeared 

directly." 

 

"I didn't expect that angouzi could develop to such a degree with nine cold doors, which is beyond my 

expectation." 

 

"You mean..." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen's heart vibrates, can't help but raise a touch of expectation, look to the cold ask 

heart. 

Chapter 3809 

 

 



 

"Yes, Luo Huai'an is my adopted son. You don't have to worry about today. No one in jiuhanmen can do 

anything about you." 

 

Han inquired with self-confidence: "angouzi, this little guy, I dare not say anything else, but the most 

important affection, he will try his best to protect you when he hears my voice." 

 

At the moment, Han Wenxin looks at Ye Chen, and shakes his head in some melancholy: "it's really my 

most unfortunate thing to meet you. Let you make less trouble, and you have to find trouble for me. 

These causes and effects are all troubles!" 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen did not dare to refute. After all, now he still hopes that Han Wenxin can save 

himself. He can only smile, and there is no stubble. 

 

Seeing this, the cold inquired heart also did not say again, just a face hate iron not steel shake head. 

 

At the same time, in the nine cold doors of the outside world, the shock of the heaven and earth 

gradually subsided, and a magnificent and majestic atmosphere came into being slowly. 

 

Then, a figure covered with the law of ice appeared in the air like the Supreme God's mansion which 

controlled the power of ice. 

 

This figure is tall and powerful. He is wearing a bright robe built by the law of ice. He is shining with cold 

air. At the moment, his eyes are fixed on Ye Chen, and the next moment, he bursts. 

 

The man who suddenly appeared was the leader of the nine cold sect, Luo Huai'an! 

 

At the moment, seeing Luo Huai'an rushing towards Ye Chen, all the elders and disciples of the nine cold 

sect have shown their sarcasm. 

 

"You're dead, son of a bitch!" 

 



"As soon as the patriarch hands his hand, he can crush you into meat and mud. No matter whether you 

are six or seven Taoism sects, there is no use in any kind of influence background. There is only one way 

to die in front of our patriarch!" 

 

"No!" 

 

At the moment, Ying xiangyunxie stopped the crowd with a smile: "I will ask the Lord to let him spare 

this boy's life, and give him and Junmo to me. Let me study it carefully, and they will suffer all kinds of 

pain in this world." 

 

At the moment, hearing the words of Ying Xiangyun, the people of jiuhanmen all showed a cruel smile, 

staring at Ye Chen's eyes. 

 

And at this moment, Luo Huai'an also suddenly came to Ye Chen and Jun Mo in front of him. 

 

"Lord." 

 

At this moment, Ying Xiangyun saw Luo Huai'an coming, and immediately came up to him, and said with 

a smile: "Lord, this son of a bitch dares to disturb you to shut up and give them both to me. I will make 

them miserable. Life is better than..." 

 

Ying Xiangyun didn't speak yet, but he saw Luo Huaian looking at Ye Chen. The water vapor flashed in his 

eyes. The next moment he clapped, he knelt in front of Ye Chen. 

 

"You are back. Are you back! I can't hear you wrong, it's your voice 

 

Luo Huaian looks at Ye Chen, excited and hard to add. He can't help but grasp Ye Chen's hand and asks 

with concern. 

 

At this time, all the people in jiuhanmen were dumbfounded. They were waiting for Luo Huaian to take a 

strong hand to kill Ye Chen and crush them into minced meat. 

 



But who could have imagined that the patriarch, who was so revered in their eyes, knelt down in front 

of Ye Chen, a mole ant in the celestial realm, without saying a word when he appeared. What's the 

matter? 

 

For a moment, people do not want to believe the scene in front of them. They even suspect that ye 

Chen has just drunk a few times, which makes Luo Huai'an's mind confused by Ye Chen. 

 

"Master, wake up quickly. What you see is just a useless disciple of the six schools. How can you do this 

to him?" 

 

"Yes, patriarch, this guy is Ye Chen and a member of liudaozong. We are waiting for you to punish this 

arrogant person when we come to jiuhanmen 

 

"Lord, what's going on here?" 

 

At the moment, Ying Xiangyun could not help but grasp Luo Huaian's shoulder and shake it. 

 

"Get out of here!" 

 

At the moment, Luo Huai'an suddenly saw the meaning of killing, and shook off Ying Xiangyun's hand, 

"what did you just say? Want to make him miserable? Do you know who he is, do you know... " 

 

Luo Huaian said here, suddenly shut his mouth, coldly stare at Ying Xiangyun, and then look at Ye Chen. 

 

Luo Huai'an sees Ye Chen covered with cold spirit. He wants to suppress Ye Chen, so he can't help but 

rush out and point at Ye Chen's eyebrows. 

 

"Hum..." 

 

This cold aura at Luo Huai'an's fingertips, like the most obedient and clever spirit, dissipates in general. 

Ye Chen suddenly feels light, and his eyes towards Luo Huai'an are somewhat complicated. 

 



"This little brother, I was in the closed door before. I didn't know that you were here. I didn't do well in 

jiuhanmen. Please don't blame me." 

 

At the moment, huailuo nine people are afraid to see the scene of huailuo, but they can't adapt to the 

scene. 

 

"Little brother, you're scared. Please come to my nine cold gate hall." 

 

At this moment, Luo Huaian waved his hand, his special chariot rushed from the towering mountains in 

the distance and stopped in front of Ye Chen. 

 

The chariot was actually an ice dragon with ten cold heads, holding a magnificent palace. At the 

moment, the Palace door was open, and the golden light was shining inside. Luo Huaian invited Ye Chen 

into it.This scene shocked the people of jiuhanmen. Even Ying Xiangyun showed an unbelievable look. 

This is Luo Huai'an's chariot. Who can enter this chariot? At this moment, Luo Huaian invited Ye Chen on 

his own initiative. 

 

What is Ye Chen's identity? He dares to call out the name of the patriarch, or even his nickname. The 

patriarch is not annoyed at all, but his attitude is so humble and respectful. 

 

The whole nine cold door is now in a state of disbelief, and they even feel that they have hallucinations. 

 

However, ye Chen is clear that all this is because of Han Wenxin. Luo Huaian is the son of Han Wenxin. 

Just now, a few angry shouts from Han Wenxin awaken Luo Huai'an in seclusion, which makes Luo 

Huai'an so respectful to Ye Chen. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen sees Luo Huai'an inviting himself into the chariot, but he looks behind him. 

 

"Lord Luo, this is my good friend. Can he go with me?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 



Smell speech, Luo Huaian this just notice Ye Chen behind still pour a breath of dispirited Jun Mo, just 

then his whole body attention is in Ye Chen body, unexpectedly did not notice. 

 

"Of course 

 

Luo Huaian quickly smiles, and even comes forward to help Junmo. The aura of his palm pours into 

Junmo's body to help Junmo treat his injury. 

 

"This little brother is your good friend, and also my friend naturally. You are welcome. Please come in." 

 

Jun Mo looked at Luo Huai'an's respectful attitude towards Ye Chen, but he was still stunned. There was 

Luo Huai'an's mellow aura in his body to heal his wounds. Such treatment made him unbelievable. 

 

Ying Xiangyun and others are just the elders of the nine cold families, and they can be so arrogant. How 

can Luo Huai'an treat people so friendly. 

 

Jun Mo looks at Ye Chen again. He always looks at Ye Chen's strength and background, but every time he 

finds that ye Chen is more mysterious than he imagined. 

Chapter 3810 

 

 

 

At the moment, Luo Huaian personally led Ye Chen and the two men into their chariot hall. The next 

moment, they looked at Ying Xiangyun and the elders and disciples, and their faces became extremely 

cold. 

 

"You people, come to the main hall for me too!" 

 

At this moment, Luo Huai'an's anger rises. He just heard the voice of his adoptive father coming from ye 

Chen's mouth. Now ye Chen is hurt by these elder disciples, which makes him extremely angry. 

 



Although I don't know why the voice of the adoptive father came out of Ye Chen's mouth, as long as it is 

related to the adoptive father, Luo Huaian does not allow anyone to be hurt at all! 

 

Hearing Luo Huai'an's words, Ying Xiangyun and others can't help but change their faces. They are very 

clear that Ying Xiangyun is really angry. I'm afraid it will be troublesome. 

 

"Ye Chen, who is sacred in the end?" 

 

Ying Xiangyun's eyes were very gloomy. How could he have imagined that Luo Huaian would be treated 

like this by a small generation in the heaven God realm? Did he kick the iron plate this time? 

 

At this time, the Grand Palace of luohuai'an's chariot had closed the door abruptly, flew up to the sky, 

and left for the hall of jiuhanmen. 

 

Ying Xiangyun and others did not have time to think about Luo Huaian's words. They did not dare to 

have any hesitation about Luo Huai'an's words. They hurriedly followed the rear and went to the main 

hall. 

 

In the Grand Palace of the chariot, ye Chen and Jun Mo are seated. Luo Huaian comes over with a 

fawning face and looks at Ye Chen with a warm smile like spring breeze. 

 

"Little brother Ye Chen, I'm really sorry. I was closed before. Otherwise, I would never allow such scum 

like zongmen to attack you. When I get to the hall, I will punish them severely." 

 

Looking at Luo Huai'an's obviously flattering appearance, Jun Mo's eyes are even more strange. This is 

the legendary nine cold door Luo Huai'an, who is famous for his great talent and great reputation? How 

does he feel like that. 

 

At the moment, Jun Mo looks at Luo Huai'an flattering Ye Chen's appearance, in the heart more doubts, 

to Ye Chen's identity background more and more curious. 

 

And at this time, ye Chen in the body of the samsara cemetery, Han Wenxin looked at Luo Huai'an this 

appearance, also shook his head. 



 

This boy is good everywhere. Just hearing his own voice, he is so respectful to Ye Chen, and even 

humble, which proves that he cares about his adoptive father. 

 

However, Luo Huaian will make many people doubt Ye Chen's identity, and even bring a lot of danger to 

Ye Chen. Therefore, we must let Luo Huai'an be restrained. 

 

"Angozi! Don't expose me and ye Chen's identity! " 

 

At this moment, Han Wenxin sends a message to Luo Huai'an. 

 

Hearing the voice of cold inquiry in his mind, Luo Huaian's eyes suddenly shocked, looking at Ye Chen's 

eyes more excited. 

 

However, thinking of the advice of cold inquiry, the next moment Luo Huaian hastily converged, and his 

eyes became colder, but there was still a touch of joy in the bottom of his eyes. 

 

"Ye Chen, I don't know what you are doing this time, and why these guys in my family are in conflict with 

you two." 

 

At the moment, Luo Huaian looks at Ye Chen and asks. He was in the closed door before. What 

happened in the clan is only vaguely aware that ye Chen and his disciples fight each other. 

 

However, Luo Huaian is not clear about exactly what happened and what happened. 

 

After all, when something happened to Junmo's family, those things that should be asked by Xiangyun to 

exchange Junmo for Tianhan Bingjing did not happen in jiuhanmen. 

 

Luo Huai'an, even if he is powerful and has the means to know everything, can't be omnipotent and 

omniscient, so he is very confused about this matter. 

 



At the moment, see Luo Huai'an's attitude convergence, not as flattering and respectful as before, ye 

Chen knew that it was the words of cold inquiry that had an effect, and then opened his mouth to tell 

Luo Huaian about Junmo. 

 

Hearing Ye Chen's words, a flash of senhan flashed in Luo Huai'an's eyes: "hum, this Ying Xiangyun, 

relying on the identity of the supreme elder of the nine cold sect, he does evil everywhere and is 

extremely tyrannical. I have reminded him many times. I didn't expect that he took advantage of this 

period of my seclusion that he didn't collect money, but became more rampant!" 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen shook his head slightly, and then said, "Lord Luo, I suspect that the cultivation of 

the emperor's family and ancestors has gone astray, which is probably related to Ying Xiangyun." 

 

Hearing this, Luo Huaian's eyes narrowed slightly, but there was no words, but Jun Mo was stunned for a 

moment, and then his eyes showed cold light. 

 

Both Luo Huai'an and Jun Mo are not stupid people. Knowing what ye Chen's words mean, they are 

obviously suspecting that the ancestors of Jun's family are possessed by evil cultivation. They are Ying 

Xiangyun's tricks behind their backs. The purpose is to exchange cold ice crystals for Junmo's research. 

 

However, at the moment, ye Chen can not provide evidence, which is just speculation. Luo Huaian, as 

the leader of a sect, will not believe that Ying Xiangyun is doing evil behind his back because of Ye Chen's 

words. 

 

"Don't worry, I will investigate this matter clearly. If he is really behind the scenes, I will punish him 

severely!" 

 

Luo Huaian looks at Ye Chen and solemnly promises that he is not used to Xiangyun's actions. However, 

as an old man of the clan and an elder of the Supreme Court, he has been conniving. 

 

But now Ying Xiangyun's actions make him feel angry. If he is really like Ye Chen's guess, even if Ying 

Xiangyun GUI is the supreme elder, he will have to deal with it.At this moment, Luo Huai'an's chariot 

stops in front of the Jiuhan Hall of Jiuhan gate, and ye Chen and Luo Huaian enter the hall. 

 



Jiuhan hall is magnificent and majestic, with endless forest cold breath circulation, but the forest cold 

breath does not give people any cold feeling, very strange. 

 

Luo Huai'an directly let Ye Chen and Jun Mo take their seats, and then Ying Xiangyun and a group of 

elder disciples also step into the nine cold hall one after another. 

 

At the moment, Luo Huai lives in the main hall and looks at a group of people below coldly. Then he says 

in a tacit voice: "I have heard about ye Chen and elder Taishang. Do you have anything you want to 

say?" 

 

Hearing Luo Huaian's obvious words of accountability, Xiangyun's face changed slightly. However, 

judging from Luo Huaian's attitude just now, he knew that there would be trouble today, and he was 

mentally prepared. 

 

Looking at Luo Huai'an, Ying Xiangyun said: "I made a deal with Jun's family and exchanged Tianhan ice 

crystal for Junmo, but ye Chen came to humiliate my nine humble family. Therefore, I made a move to 

this ye Chen." 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Luo Huai'an heard the speech and looked at Ying Xiangyun indifferently: "have I ever warned you not to 

do this against the law of heaven, and to use strangers to do research is something that has been very 

feared for thousands of years." 

 

Hearing this, Ying Xiangyun's face was dignified, and he nodded slowly: "it's really my fault. I'm willing to 

accept how the Lord punishes him." 

 

"Step forward." 

 

At the moment, Luo Huai'an is a light in his eyes. He looks at Ying Xiangyun and says. 

 

Seeing this, Ying Xiangyun's face suddenly changed, and a touch of panic flashed in his eyes, but he did 

not dare to disobey Luo Huai'an's meaning and take a step forward. 



 

"Hum..." 

 

In Luo Huai'an's eyes, the divine light turned into a series of flowing rules, revolving around the 

corresponding clouds. 

 

This is the top skill of jiuhanmen. Xuanhan reflects the pupils of the world. With the help of the rules of 

ice between heaven and earth, you can peep into the sky and explore the whole story. 

 

At this moment, with the flow of laws, a picture appears above the corresponding clouds. 

 

In this picture, there is a huge and magnificent city. Seeing this city, everyone in the hall changed their 

faces slightly. Many disciples looked at Ying Xiangyun in disbelief. 

 

This city is the incomparable ancient city of Jun's family. At the moment, Ying Xiangyun is standing on 

top of the matchless ancient city, staring at the cultivation room of Jun's ancestors. Suddenly, he bends 

his finger, and a strange red light suddenly flies out of his fingertips and falls into the body of his family. 

 

In an instant, this strange red light made the aura of the emperor's family completely disordered and 

rioted. The emperor's father's eyes flashed with horror, and he spat out blood. He tried hard to raise his 

head and see who had done harm to him in the dark, but finally he fell to the ground with a thump and 

was completely unconscious. 

 

"You are indeed 

 

At the moment, Jun Mo's eyes flashed a chill, staring at yingxiangyun. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are deep. He looks at Ying Xiangyun and shakes his head. He suspects that Ying Xiangyun 

may have moved his hands and feet. Otherwise, there is no such a clever thing. As a powerful mirror of 

heaven and earth, how could the ancestors of the jun family suddenly become possessed by demons. 

 

And jiuhanmen also happens to have something to cure the ancestors of Jun's family. What is needed is 

Jun Mo, who has a blood you ancient body. 



 

Luo Huaian traced back to the source and detected all the conspiracy means of yingxiangyun with 

Xuanhan yingshitong. 

 

At this moment, nine cold hall above, all people's eyes are locked in Ying Xiangyun body, there is no 

understanding, there is contempt. 

 

Jiuhanmen has always been arrogant, but they don't do things by unscrupulous means. The people of 

jiuhanmen disdain to use these conspiracy tactics and the means behind them. Therefore, when they 

saw Ying Xiangyun's conspiracy, the respect of Xiangyun, the supreme elder, has also dissipated a lot. 

 

"What else do you have to say?" 

 

Luo Huaian's eyes were cold, staring at Ying Xiangyun and asked in a low voice. 

 

Although Ye Chen had this conjecture before, Luo Huai'an didn't think Ying Xiangyun would do such a 

shameless thing. At the moment, he didn't expect Ying Xiangyun to do so, which made him very angry. 

 

"I..." 

 

Ying Xiangyun's face was pale at the moment. Luo Huai'an Fang asked him to step forward. When he 

used Xuanhan Yingshi Tong, he felt uneasy. At the moment, it was cool to see that his conspiracy was 

really detected. 

 

"I have nothing to say, Lord. This is my mistake. I am willing to be punished!" 

 

Ying Xiangyun shook his head and then said. 

 

"Good!" 

 



Luo Huai'an looked at Ying Xiangyun, his face cold: "dare to admit your mistake, it means that you are 

not incurable. I will punish you three days later, come to the door to treat your ancestors in person, and 

kneel down to apologize to all of you!" 

 

"Kneel down and apologize!" 

 

As soon as this was said, the faces of the people in jiuhanmen changed slightly. Although they were not 

ashamed of Ying Xiangyun's practice, Ying Xiangyun was the supreme elder of jiuhanmen. He asked Ying 

Xiangyun to kneel down to apologize to the king's family, but the arrogant people were unwilling to 

accept it. 

 


